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Discovery of the lipid bilayer in the 1920s provided the

explanation for how cells maintain their optimal intra-

cellular environment when bathed in an extracellular fluid

of lower or higher pH or containing toxic concentrations

of Ca2+ or other solutes. The discovery of ion channels,

exchangers and co-transporters beginning in the 1950s

provided molecular explanations for transmembrane

movements of solutes. Nevertheless, it was long assumed

that the transport of water is due to simple diffusion through

the lipid bilayer. Observations from multiple experimental

systems with high membrane water permeabilities, such as

amphibian bladder and mammalian erythrocytes, suggested

that the diffusion through lipid bilayers is not the only

pathway for water to cross the membrane. While various

explanations were proposed, no molecular water-specific

transport protein was known until the discovery of AQP1

just 10 years ago (Preston et al. 1992).

It is now well agreed that diffusion and channel-mediated

water movements both exist. Diffusion occurs through all

biological membranes at relatively low velocity. Aquaporin

water channels are found in a subset of epithelia with a

10- to 100-fold higher capacity for water permeation.

Remarkably, the selectivity of aquaporin water channels is

so high that even protons (H3O
+) are repelled. In most

tissues, diffusion is bi-directional, since water enters and is

released from cells, whereas aquaporin-mediated water

flow in vivo is directed by osmotic or hydraulic gradients.

Chemical inhibitors of diffusion are not known, and

diffusion occurs with a high Ea (Arrhenius activation energy).

In contrast, most mammalian aquaporins are inhibited by

mercurials, and the Ea is equivalent to diffusion of water in

bulk solution (~5 kcal mol_1).

The discovery of the aquaporins illustrates the importance

of serendipity in biological research and has caused a

complete shift in the paradigm for how water crosses

biological membranes during epithelial fluid transport.

This topic is of large importance to normal physiology

as well as to the pathophysiology of multiple clinical

disorders affecting humans. Aquaporins have been identified

in virtually every living organism, including higher

mammals, other vertebrates, invertebrates, plants, eubacteria,

archebacteria, and other microbials, indicating that this
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newly recognized family of proteins is involved in diverse

biological processes throughout the natural world.

Discovery of AQP1
The red cell Rh blood group antigens are not known to

participate in water transport (Heitman & Agre, 2000), but

studies of Rh led to the serendipitous discovery of the

aquaporins. A biochemical technique for purification of

the Rh polypeptides yielded a contaminating 28 kDa

polypeptide (Agre et al. 1987). Based upon the relative

insolubility of the 28 kDa protein in the detergent,

N-lauroylsarcosine, a simple purification system was

developed which yielded large amounts of the protein. The

28 kDa protein was shown to be highly abundant in both

red cells and renal proximal tubules – tissues with the

highest known water permeability (Denker et al. 1988).

Moreover, the 28 kDa protein behaved as a tetrameric

integral membrane protein – often a characteristic of

membrane channel proteins (Smith & Agre, 1991). The

N-terminal sequence of the 28 kDa polypeptide was used

to clone a cDNA encoding a 269 amino acid polypeptide

from an erythroid library (Preston & Agre, 1991). Analysis

of the genetic database showed homologues in diverse

species including microbials and plants, but their molecular

functions were unknown. ‘CHIP28’ was temporarily used

to describe this protein as a ‘channel-like integral protein

of 28 kDa.’

The focus of our laboratory changed dramatically on

9 October 1991, the day we discovered that the 28 kDa

protein is a water channel. The protein was expressed in

Xenopus laevis oocytes, and swelling was monitored

microscopically after transfer to hypotonic buffer (Fig. 1).

The very first experiments revealed dramatic explosion of

oocytes expressing the 28 kDa protein when they were

placed in distilled water. By adjusting the tonicity

(70 mosmol l_1 was optimal) swelling could be measured

for up to 3 min, permitting us to measure the water

permeability accurately. Subsequent experiments revealed

the low Ea, inhibition by mercurials, and lack of measurable

membrane currents (Preston et al. 1992). The water

permeability of the protein was confirmed by experiments

with pure 28 kDa protein reconstituted into liposomes

and measurement of fluorescence quenching (or light

scatter) after stopped-flow transfer to hyperosmolar

solutions (Zeidel et al. 1992, 1994). This technique permitted

calculation of the unit permeation, pf ~2 w 109 water

molecules per subunit per second. Despite a huge capacity

for water transport, we were unable to detect transport of

other solutes including urea, glycerol, or even protons. We

suggested ‘aquaporins’ as a functionally relevant name for

CHIP28 and related proteins (Agre et al. 1993). The formal

name ‘aquaporin-1’ (abbreviated AQP1) was officially

adopted by the Human Genome Organization (Agre, 1997).

Structure of AQP1
Great effort has been directed toward determining the

structure of AQP1, given its unique and specific permeability

characteristics. The deduced sequence revealed a previously

undescribed topology, two tandem repeats each formed

from three transmembrane domains with two highly

conserved loops (B and E) containing the signature motif,

asparagine–proline–alanine (NPA). Curiously, the repeats

were predicted to be oriented at 180 deg with respect to

each other (Fig. 2, top). This unique symmetry was

confirmed by expressing site-directed insertion mutants of

AQP1 in Xenopus laevis oocytes (Preston et al. 1994a). The

site of mercurial inhibition was demonstrated at Cys-189

proximal to the NPA motif in loop E. Mutants with

replacement of residues flanking the NPA by residues of

larger molecular mass did not exhibit water permeability,

suggesting that loop E formed part of the aqueous pore

(Preston et al. 1993). When the corresponding position

preceding the NPA motif in loop B (Ala-73) was replaced

by a cysteine, the water permeability was also inhibited by

mercurials. When residues flanking the NPA motif were

replaced with larger residues, it was observed that this loop

B also behaved as though it formed part of the aqueous

pore. Together, these studies led to the proposal that the

AQP1 subunits each contain an internal aqueous pore

formed in part by the ‘hourglass’ (Fig. 2, bottom), the

structure resulting from loops B and E which fold into the

bilayer from the opposite sides of the membrane touching

midway between the leaflets of the bilayer (Jung et al.
1994b).

In 1992, a longstanding collaboration was begun with

Andreas Engel and colleagues at the Biozentrum at the

University of Basel, Switzerland, and subsequently with

Yoshinori Fujiyoshi and colleagues at the Kyoto University,

Japan, to solve the structure of AQP1 protein. Using the

purification methods made simple by pre-extraction of

P. Agre and others4 J. Physiol. 542.1

Figure 1. Functional expression of AQP1 water channel in
Xenopus laevis oocytes
Incubation in hypotonic buffer fails to cause swelling of a control
oocyte (left). In contrast, an oocyte injected with AQP1 cRNA
(right) exhibits high water permeability and has exploded.
Reprinted from Science with permission (Preston et al. 1992).
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membrane vesicles with N-lauroylsarcosine, up to 5 mg

of AQP1 could be purified to homogeneity from a pint of

human blood (Smith & Agre, 1991). When high

concentrations of the protein were carefully reconstituted

into lipid bilayers by dialysis, uniform lattices (‘membrane

crystals’) were formed in which the protein retained 100 %

of its water transport activity (Walz et al. 1994b). The

tetrameric organization of the protein was clearly

established at low resolution, and its organization in the

membrane was determined by 3D electron microscopy of

negatively stained samples (Walz et al. 1994a). Refined

membrane crystals studied at tilts of up to 60 deg, with the

technically advanced electron microscope developed by

our colleagues in Kyoto, produced an electron density map

at 3.8 Å resolution. Modelling with the primary sequence

of AQP1 using constraints established from studies of the

recombinants yielded the first atomic model for AQP1

structure (Murata et al. 2000). Another model based on

electron microscopy was published with different main

chain orientation in the same helical arrangement (Ren et
al. 2001).

Unlike ion channels, in which four subunits surround a

central pore, AQP1 exists as a tetramer with each subunit

containing its own pore. The pore narrows to

approximately 3 Å diameter midway between the leaflets

of the bilayer. At this point, the walls formed from trans-

membrane domains TM1, 2, 4, and 5 are hydrophobic,

whereas the two highly conserved Asn-76 and Asn-192 in

the NPA motifs are juxtaposed, as predicted in the hourglass

model, providing the polar residues for hydrogen bonding

(Fig. 3). In addition, the terminal parts of the pore-

forming loops B and E each contain short a-helices which

create a partial positive charge in the centre of the membrane.

Aquaporin water channelsJ. Physiol. 542.1 5

Figure 2. Hourglass model for AQP1 topology
Arrangement of loops B and E with highly conserved NPA motifs
forms a single aqueous pathway through the AQP1 subunit.
Reprinted from Journal of Biological Chemistry with permission
(Jung et al. 1994b).

Figure 3. AQP1 structure determined by electron
crystallography
Space-filling model of AQP1 reveals three dimensional structure of
aqueous pore. Top, horizontal section midway through AQP1
subunit shows 3 Å pore surrounded by hydrophobic residues
(yellow) and tandem hydrogen-binding sites (Asn-192 and
Asn-76, red). Bottom, vertical section shows aqueous channel lined
by functionally important residues (Cys-189, His-180, Asn-76 and
Asn-192; Arg-195 is not shown). Reprinted from Nature with
permission (Murata et al. 2000).
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This structure lies just below a 2.8 Å constriction

surrounded by residues Phe-56, His-180, Cys-189 (the

mercury inhibition site), and Arg-195 which is well

recognized in the refined AQP1 structure (de Groot et al.
2001). Arg-195 is nearly perfectly conserved among all

members of the large aquaporin gene family and provides

a functionally important positive charge at the narrowest

segment of the channel. His-180 is uncharged at neutral

pH, but becomes protonated at lower pH, providing a

second positive charge. Together, Arg-195, His-180 and

the positive dipoles from the pore helices provide strong

repelling charges resisting passage of protons (hydronium

ions) during water permeation.

The ability to confer minimal resistance to water

permeation while excluding larger or charged solutes is

well-explained by these structural features of AQP1. In

particular, the ability to block proton transport clarifies

how the kidneys can reabsorb hundreds of litres of water

from glomerular filtrate each day while excreting acid.

Importantly, X-ray diffraction analysis of three-dimensional

crystals of the E. coli homologue GlpF at 2.2 Å resolution

(Fu et al. 2000) permitted refinement of the AQP1 structure

(de Groot et al. 2001) that is virtually identical to the model

determined from three dimensional crystals of bovine

AQP1 at 2.2 Å resolution (Sui et al. 2001). Real-time

molecular dynamics simulations demonstrate that rotation

of water occurs during passage past the juxtaposed Asn-76

and Asn-192 of the NPA motifs (de Groot & Grubmuller,

2001). The molecular dynamic studies were also

undertaken by other investigators (Kong & Ma, 2001;

Tajkhorshid et al. 2002). Structural studies and molecular

dynamics simulations have brought a remarkably high

level of atomic understanding to the process of membrane

water transport. Investigators in diverse fields of biomedical

research now recognize that aquaporins provide the

mechanism for rapid and selective movement of water

through biological membranes.

Distribution of AQP1
In November 1991, a longstanding collaboration was

initiated with Soren Nielsen and his team at the University

of Aarhus, Denmark. Our goal was to localize AQP1 (and

subsequently other aquaporin proteins) in kidney and

other tissues at a cellular and sub-cellular level using light

microscopy and immunoelectron microscopy. These

studies provided clear evidence for the physiological and

pathological roles for AQP1 and firmly predicted the

existence of homologous proteins at other sites.

Since the early career of Homer Smith in the 1930s, the

kidney has attracted the interest of transport physiologists

more than any other organ. Using affinity-purified

antibody specific to the C-terminus of the AQP1 protein

and a second antibody to the N-terminus, the location of

AQP1 was pinpointed in the apical brush border and

basolateral membranes of proximal tubules (Fig. 4) and

descending thin limbs of Henle in kidneys from rats

(Nielsen et al. 1993c) and humans (Maunsbach et al. 1997).

In addition, the protein was identified in descending vasa

recta (Pallone et al. 1997), defining the pathway for the

transfer of large amounts of water from tubular lumen to

the interstitium and then into the vascular space. AQP1

protein was clearly shown to be present only in the plasma

membranes at these sites and not in intracellular sites.

Thus, the paradigm was established that water is transported

across the epithelium of proximal tubules and descending

thin limbs through AQP1 in the apical and basolateral

plasma membranes with the driving force provided by

small standing osmotic gradients created by the vectorial

movement of solutes through specific transport proteins

in these membranes (Nielsen & Agre, 1995).

AQP1 protein was also demonstrated in other tissues with

important secretory roles including choroid plexus

(cerebrospinal fluid), non-pigment epithelium in anterior

compartment of eye (aqueous humour), cholangiocytes

(bile), and capillary endothelium in many organs including

P. Agre and others6 J. Physiol. 542.1

Figure 4. Immunolocalization of AQP1 in rat kidney
Top, anti-AQP1 immunohistochemical evaluation of proximal
convoluted tubule in outer medulla shows AQP1 in apical and
basolateral membranes. Basal membrane (arrows); lumen (P);
collecting duct (C). Bottom, anti-AQP1 immunogold electron
microscopic examination of apical brush border (BB). Reprinted
from Journal of Cell Biology with permission (Nielsen et al. 1993c).
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bronchial circulation of lung (Nielsen et al. 1993b).

Importantly, renal collecting ducts were found to totally

lack AQP1, firmly predicting the need for multiple water

channel proteins. Likewise, salivary gland epithelium

lacked AQP1 protein, predicting the existence of other

homologues.

AQP1 null humans
Identification of people totally lacking AQP1 protein

permitted demonstration of the importance of this protein

to human physiology. The AQP1 locus was mapped to

human chromosome 7p14 by fluorescence in situ
hybridization (Moon et al. 1993). The Colton (Co) blood

group antigens had previously been linked to the short arm

of human chromosome 7 (Zelinski et al. 1990). Anti-Co

immunoprecipitation studies and sequencing of DNA

from individuals with defined Co blood types revealed that

the Co antigens are the result of a polymorphism in AQP1

at the extracellular site of loop A which connects the first

and second bilayer-spanning domains – Coa has Ala-45

while the less common Cob has Val-45 (Smith et al. 1994).

Individuals lacking Coa and Cob were known to be

exceedingly rare, since only six kindreds were listed by the

International Blood Group Registry in Bristol, UK. The Co

null probands are women who became sensitized during

pregnancy, causing them to have circulating anti-Co

antibodies. These antibodies make it impossible for these

patients to receive heterologous blood transfusions, so

each Co null individual has units of her own blood cryo-

preserved in local blood banks. We obtained blood, urine

and DNA from Co null individuals from three different

kindreds, and each was found to lack AQP1 protein in red

cells and urine sediment. The proband in each kindred was

found to be homozygous for a different disruption of the

AQP1 gene (hence ‘AQP1 null’) – deletion of exon 1,

frame-shift in exon 1, or destabilizing mutation at the end

of the first transmembrane domain (Preston et al. 1994b).

Surprisingly, the AQP1 null individuals led normal lives

and were entirely unaware of any physical limitations.

Careful clinical analyses of the AQP1 null individuals were

undertaken to identify possible physiological abnormalities

in renal concentration and capillary permeability. In the

first study, two unrelated AQP1 null individuals underwent

detailed analyses at the Johns Hopkins Hospital before and

during water deprivation by an approved protocol with

defined endpoints and safety mechanisms. Baseline studies

were entirely normal. When thirsted for up to 24 h, both

subjects exhibited normal serum osmolalities and normal

serum vasopressin levels which rose as expected after

approximately 6 h of thirsting. The major surprise was that

neither AQP1 null individual could concentrate urine above

450 mosmol kg_1 even after 24 h of thirsting. Moreover, the

patients could not concentrate urine above 450 mosmol kg_1

even after infusion of vasopressin or 3 % NaCl, to

maximally stimulate urinary concentration (King et al. 2001).

In contrast to the AQP1 null individuals, normal individuals

all respond to overnight thirsting by concentrating their

urine to approximately 1000 mosmol kg_1.

The AQP1 null subjects were not polyuric, and they did

not exhibit abnormalities of glomerular filtration rate, free

water clearance, or lithium clearance (indices of proximal

tubule function). The concentration defect is believed to

result from a combination of reduced water transport across

the descending thin limbs and reduced water transport

into and out of the vasa recta. Thus AQP1 null individuals

have partially lost their ability to generate medullary

hyperosmolality needed for efficient concentration by the

countercurrent mechanism. While this does not interfere

with normal day-to-day life, the Co null individuals are at

risk for life-threatening clinical problems should they become

dehydrated due to another illness or environmental causes.

The expression of AQP1 in lumenal and ablumenal

membranes of capillary endothelium suggests that the

protein may play an important role in movement of water

between vacular space and interstitium (Nielsen et al.
1993b,c). Moreover, the expression of AQP1 in capillary

endothelium appears to be actively modulated by various

stimuli in vivo. For example, expression of AQP1 in

pulmonary capillary endothelium in rat is increased up to

10-fold by corticosteroids, and expression in rat lung also

occurs precisely at the time of birth (King et al. 1996,

1997). AQP1 in cultured fibroblasts is rapidly degraded by

the ubiquitin–proteosome pathway (Leitch et al. 2001). It

is considered very likely that these processes will also be

found to occur in human physiology.

The possibility that human AQP1 null individuals will

manifest physiological abnormalities due to the lack of

AQP1 protein in vascular endothelium was evaluated with

a second approved clinical research protocol. The AQP1

null individuals were examined by high resolution

computer tomography of lung before and after rapid

infusion of 3 h of warmed physiological saline (King et al.
2002). Each of five normal individuals and both AQP1 null

individuals sustained engorgement of pulmonary vessels

(20 % increase in cross-sectional area) after the infusions

of fluid. Each of the five normal individuals manifested a

significant increase in the thickness of bronchiolar walls

(up to 40 % increase in wall area) consistent with early

peribronchiolar oedema formation. Each of the normal

individuals was aware of moderate pulmonary congestion

(incipient pulmonary oedema) that disappeared over the

following hours. Surprisingly, neither of the two AQP1

null individuals was found to have increased bronchiolar

wall thicknesses, and neither complained of any symptoms

of pulmonary congestion.

These findings paradoxically suggest that lack of AQP1

may protect against acute onset pulmonary oedema.

Nevertheless, in settings such as congestive heart failure,

Aquaporin water channelsJ. Physiol. 542.1 7
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pulmonary oedema appears over several hours or days.

Since AQP1 is also the pathway for fluid reuptake into the

vascular bed, these studies predicted that AQP1 null

individuals would be at a severe disadvantage if they

experienced subacute or chronic fluid overload. Thus, it is

predicted that AQP1 null individuals would be unable to

rapidly dissipate oedema by returning fluid to the vascular

space. While unproven, the rapid clearance of water from

lung at birth may not be fully operational in AQP1 null

subjects and may therefore explain why AQP1 null subjects

are so extremely rare. Moreover, reduced expression of

AQP1 in lung of premature infants could very well

contribute to the severe respiratory difficulties commonly

found in neonatal intensive care units.

Multiple aquaporins
Following the discovery of AQP1, research groups in

Europe, Japan and the USA joined the quest to isolate

cDNAs encoding aquaporins from sites where water

transport is known to be high (reviewed by Agre et al.
1998). The existence of highly conserved sequences has

made this possible using polymerase chain amplifications

at reduced stringency. From these studies, ten mammalian

aquaporins have been identified (Fig. 5). Sequence for an

eleventh homologue (AQP10) has been published, but

confirmation of protein expression is still lacking

(Hatakeyama et al. 2001). Studies of humans and lab

animals have been undertaken. Mice with targeted gene

disruptions have also been generated (reviewed by Agre,

1998; Verkman, 2000). The results of numerous studies

have underscored the importance of these proteins to basic

physiology as well as the pathophysiology of several disease

states. In addition, more than 200 different aquaporin

sequences from diverse species have now appeared in the

genetics database indicating the importance of aquaporins

throughout nature.

AQP2 – vasopressin-regulated water channel of
renal collecting ducts
The identification of AQP1 drew immediate interest from

renal physiologists. Moreover the lack of AQP1 in

collecting duct principal cells predicted the existence of

homologous proteins at the site where vasopressin had

long been known to regulate water transport. Using oligo-

nucleotide primers designed from the highly conserved

NPA motifs of AQP1, a cDNA was isolated from collecting

duct (Fushimi et al. 1993). This collecting duct homologue,

now referred to as AQP2, was shown to confer increased

water permeability when expressed in Xenopus laevis
oocytes, and was inhibited by mercurials. AQP2 was

localized in collecting duct principal cells and studies of

chronically thirsted rats showed that AQP2 expression is

enhanced (Nielsen et al. 1993a). 

The function and distribution of AQP2 were clearly

defined by analysis of collecting ducts (Nielsen et al. 1995).

Water transport was measured in isolated, perfused rat

collecting ducts in the absence of vasopressin, after

addition of 100 pM vasopressin, and after removal of the

agent. Collecting ducts were fixed and AQP2 protein was

localized by immunogold electron microscopy (Fig. 6). By

this approach, it was shown that AQP2 is largely restricted

to intracellular vesicles in the basal state, but vasopressin

induces redistribution to the apical membrane accompanied

by a fivefold increase in water permeability. When vaso-

pressin was removed, AQP2 is reinternalized and the water

permeability returns to baseline. AQP2 was subsequently

shown to be regulated by exocytosis by receptor-activated

adenylyl cyclase-protein kinase A phosphorylation of

Ser-256 in the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of the

protein (Katsura et al. 1995; Christensen et al. 2000).

Subsequently, AQP3 was shown to reside at the basolateral

membranes of principal cells (Ecelbarger et al. 1995).

Together, AQP2 in the apical membrane and AQP3 in the

basolateral membrane provide the transcellular pathway

for water to move from lumen across the collecting duct

into the interstitium.

These studies suggested that AQP2 may be involved in

some types of nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (NDI). This

important clinical disorder had previously been shown to

result from mutations in the gene encoding the V2 receptor

for vasopressin in X-linked NDI (Bichet, 1998). Investigators

at University of Nijmegen, the Netherlands, had previously

identified patients with recessively inherited NDI who did

P. Agre and others8 J. Physiol. 542.1

Figure 5. Human aquaporin gene family
Water permeable (aquaporins) and glycerol permeable
(aquaglyceroporins) family members are shown. AQP10 is
included, but no confirmation of protein expression is yet
published. Shown also are E. coli homologues (AqpZ and GlpF).
The scale bar represents genetic distance between homologues.
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not have mutations in the gene encoding V2. By sequencing

the structural AQP2 gene, they identified mutations in the

transmembrane and pore-forming domains of AQP2

(Deen et al. 1994). These mutations cause misfolding of

the AQP2 protein which is retained in the endoplasmic

reticulum. Subsequently, a family with dominantly

inherited NDI was identified, and the site of the mutation

was found to lie two residues distal to the PKA

phosphorylation site (Mulders et al. 1998). Interestingly,

the mutant protein oligomerizes with the wild-type AQP2,

and the complex is retained in the Golgi.

Animal models for important and frequently encountered

disorders of water balance have been shown by multiple

research groups to include abnormal expression of AQP2

protein (see reviews by Schrier et al. 1998; Yamamoto &

Sasaki, 1998; Kwon et al. 2001). AQP2 was found to be

under-expressed in renal concentration defects with

polyuria including classical diabetes insipidus (simple

deficiency of vasopressin), lithium therapy (commonly

used for therapy of bipolar disorder), post-obstruction

(often following transurethral prostatectomy), hypokalaemia

(consequence of anti-hypertensive medications), and even

nocturnal enuresis. In contrast, AQP2 was found to be

over-expressed in fluid retention states such as congestive

heart failure, syndrome of inappropriate ADH, cirrhosis,

and even pregnancy. Thus, secondary disorders of AQP2

are of paramount importance to the practice of clinical

medicine. Moreover, these studies predicted that additional

members of the aquaporin family would be identified, and

that these aquaporins participate in other important

clinical disorders predicted by the sites where the proteins

are expressed.

AQP6 – gated ion channel of renal collecting ducts
The functional repertoire of aquaporins was expanded by

discovery of AQP6. Although AQP6 may exist in tissues

outside the collecting duct, cross-reactivity of the AQP6

antibody has precluded rigorous studies of non-renal

tissues. Nevertheless, AQP6 was clearly identified in acid-

secreting a-intercalated cells from renal collecting duct

where the protein was restricted to intracellular sites

(Yasui et al. 1999b). Further analysis showed that AQP6 is

colocalized alongside H+-ATPase in intracellular vesicles,

but not in the plasma membrane (Yasui et al. 1999a).

AQP6 is not a simple water channel. When expressed in

Xenopus laevis oocytes, AQP6 resides in the oocyte plasma

membrane where it exhibits minimal water permeability.

Treatment of AQP6 oocytes with mercuric chloride failed

to lower the water permeability, even though inhibition of

water permeability, the expected result, had been reported

previously by others (Ma et al. 1996). Very surprisingly, we

found that low concentrations of mercuric chloride increased

the water permeability and induced an accompanying

membrane current (Yasui et al. 1999a). Thus, while the

primary sequence of AQP6 is closest to AQP2 and AQP5

(both inhibited by mercuric chloride), the structure of

AQP6 must contain functionally important differences.

The location of AQP6 in intracellular vesicles also

containing H+-ATPase (Yasui et al. 1999b) suggests a role

in the secretion of acid. Importantly, AQP6 ion currents

become rapidly and reversibly activated at low pH,

confirming that AQP6 may participate in acid secretion bya-intercalated cells. Study of rats exposed to chronic

acidosis did not manifest changes in AQP6 expression, but

chronic alkalosis and water loading resulted in a significant

increase in AQP6 expression (Promeneur et al. 2000). The

membrane currents carried by AQP6 are relatively

selective for anions, and single channel studies indicate

that rapid flickering occurs. These studies are being further

delineated by analysis of mice bearing targeted disruption

of the gene encoding AQP6 (M. Yasui, unpublished

observations). Presently, it is believed that AQP6 may be

linked to some forms of acid–base disturbances.

Aquaporin water channelsJ. Physiol. 542.1 9

Figure 6. Immunolocalization of AQP2 in isolated rat
collecting duct
Top, anti-AQP2 immunogold electron microscopic examination
of unstimulated collecting duct shows predominant labelling of
intracellular vesicles. Bottom, after incubation with 100 pM

vasopressin, collecting duct shows predominant labelling at apical
surface (arrows). Reprinted from Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences of the USA with permission (Nielsen et al.
1995).
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AQP0 – lens major intrinsic protein (MIP)
Before the functional identification of AQP1, an abundant

protein had been identified in lens fibre cells (Gorin et al.
1984; Zampighi et al. 1989), although its function was

unclear. MIP was initially thought to be a gap junction

protein, but it was found to be unrelated to connexins

(Ebihara et al. 1989). After discovery of the function of

AQP1, expression of MIP in oocytes was shown to induce a

relatively small increase in water permeability not inhibited

by mercurials – thus the symbol AQP0 (Mulders et al.
1995). Unlike other aquaporins, electron and atomic force

microscopic studies of AQP0 have generated evidence that

this protein may have a structural role as a cell-to-cell

adhesion protein (Fotiadis et al. 2000). While this role is

still unestablished for AQP0, the paradigm that transport

proteins may be structurally important components of the

cell skeleton has been established by studies of the anion

exchanger, band 3 (Van Dort et al. 2001).

The relationship of AQP0 to human disease emerged from

genetic linkage studies of large kindreds with congenital

cataracts. Two such families from the United Kingdom

were linked to human chromosome 12q13, and point

mutations were identified in each – Glu-134-Gly in one

family and Thr-138-Arg in the other (Berry et al. 2000).

The human AQP0 was cloned and mutated to Gly-134 or

Arg-138, and the cRNAs were injected into Xenopus laevis
oocytes. Although the mutant proteins were expressed,

trafficking to the plasma membrane was impaired (Francis

et al. 2000).

The inheritance pattern of the cataracts was clearly

dominant in each of the families. The loss of vision first

appeared in members of each family while they were small

children, but the morphology of the cataracts was

distinctly different in the two families. Patients with Glu-

134-Gly suffered from lamellar opacities corresponding to

the size of the lens at birth. Curiously, this observation

suggests that the lens is somehow stressed in a special

manner during the neonatal period, but not before birth or

afterwards. Patients with the Thr-138-Arg mutation sustain

a lifelong problem with newly appearing opacities throughout

the lens body. The sites of these mutations were found to

reside in important structural areas. Glu-134 is conserved

in all known aquaporin homologues, and the atomic

structure of AQP1 indicates that this residue lies near the

highly conserved residue Arg-187 and may restrict the

orientation of loop E within the six transmembrane

domains (de Groot et al. 2001; Sui et al. 2001). When

Thr-138 is replaced by a bulky Arg, a space restriction and

a competing positive charge may alter the orientation of

Glu-134. The occurrence of early onset cataracts

associated with major defects in the AQP0 structure

strongly suggests that less severe defects will be found in

some patients with typical, late-onset cataracts common in

the elderly, or in some patients with cataracts found in

association with diabetes mellitus or chronic ultraviolet

light exposure. Thus, searches for human mutations in the

gene encoding AQP0 are being pursued.

AQP4 – water channel protein in brain
The cDNA encoding AQP4 was obtained from brain

where the protein is abundant (Jung et al. 1994a). This

member of the aquaporin family is not sensitive to

mercurial inhibition (Hasegawa et al. 1994) and lacks a

cysteine preceding the NPA motif in loop E which is

known to confer mercurial sensitivity to AQP1 (Preston et
al. 1993). AQP4 is otherwise constitutively active similar to

AQP1.

Perhaps in no other organ is the location of a protein more

important than in the central nervous system. Expression

of AQP4 in brain and retina was established by immuno-

histochemistry and by immunogold electron microscopy

(Nielsen et al. 1997b; Nagelhus et al. 1998). AQP4 protein

is most abundant in astroglial cells where brain and liquid

interfaces exist – adjacent to the subarachnoid space,

adjacent to capillaries, and in ependymal cells lining the

ventricles. The astroglial end-feet adjacent to capillary

basement membranes form the glia limitans, a domain

which has long been known to contain square arrays (also

referred to as orthogonal arrays) when freeze fracture

replicas are analysed by electron microscopy. Direct anti-

AQP4 immunogold labelling identified square arrays as

microcrystalline assemblies of AQP4 (Rash et al. 1998).

AQP4 protein is also abundant in osmosensory regions of

brain, including supraoptic nucleus where it is present in

glial lamellae surrounding vasopressin-secretory neurons;

AQP4 has not been identified in neurons. Thus in glial cells,

AQP4 lies at the membrane opposite to where glutamate

transporters are known to reside (Fig. 7), and AQP4

colocalizes in retina with a specific potassium channel,

Kir4.1 (Nagelhus et al. 1999). AQP4 has also been shown to

reside in the sarcolemma of fast twitch fibres in skeletal

muscle (Frigeri et al. 1998).

Several clues provide insight into the molecular

mechanisms for precise localization of AQP4 in glial cells

and fast twitch skeletal muscle fibres. The C-terminus of

AQP4 (-Ser-Ser-Val-COOH) conforms to the motif for

binding to PDZ domains – a protein–protein association

domain named for the proteins where it was first identified,

PSD-95, Discs Large, and Z-Occludins (Songyang et al.
1997). This suggested that the localization of AQP4 may be

caused by association with cytoskeletal proteins. Mutations

in the human gene encoding dystrophin are found in

patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, and the mdx

mouse is an animal model for this important disorder.

When distribution was analysed in mdx mice, AQP4

expression was grossly abnormal in the mature animals,

suggesting that AQP4 may be part of the complex of

P. Agre and others10 J. Physiol. 542.1
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proteins associated with dystrophin (Frigeri et al.
2001). Selective immunoprecipitations demonstrated thata-syntrophin, a PDZ domain protein in the dystrophin

complex, is associated with AQP4 (Neely et al. 2001;

Adams et al. 2001). AQP4 is also mistargeted in astroglia ofa-syntrophin null mice. Moreover, when expressed by

transfection into cultured mammalian cells, survival half-

life for full length AQP4 was three times longer than AQP4

lacking the terminal Ser-Ser-Val. AQP4 has been shown to

be reduced in skeletal muscle from Duchenne muscular

dystrophy and some cases of Becker muscular dystrophy

(A. Frigeri, unpublished observations).

The physiological function of AQP4 protein is not yet

clear. The association with potassium channels suggests

that a function of AQP4 in brain may be to facilitate the

transfer of fluid across cell membranes in response to

potassium siphoning which occurs after neural stimulation

(Nagelhus et al. 1999). It is believed that AQP4 may permit

water to cross the blood–brain barrier that separates

parenchyma and vascular space. Although most evidence

indicates that AQP4 is constitutively active, it has been

suggested by one group of investigators that AQP4 in

oocytes may be gated shut by phosphorylation in response

to phorbol ester treatment (Han et al. 1998). Consistent

with this, AQP4 in cultured cells exhibit small changes in

water permeability when phorbol diesters are present

(M. Zelenina & A. Aperia, unpublished observations). If

AQP4 is gated, the fluid passage across the blood–brain

barrier may not be constitutively open. Analysis of mice

bearing targeted disruption of the gene encoding AQP4

revealed a relative sparing of the null animals when

stressed with acute hyponatraemia (Manley et al. 2000).

Although the investigators suggested that inhibition of

AQP4 may be beneficial, the opposite could easily be true,

since dissipation of brain oedema is essential for patients

sustaining closed head injuries or after cerebral vascular

accidents. Thus, the importance of AQP4 in human

cerebral oedema is still undefined.

AQP5 – water channel in secretory glands, lung and
eye
First cloned from a submandibular gland cDNA library

(Raina et al. 1995), AQP5 has been localized to the apical

membrane of multiple secretory glands, including lacrimal

glands, salivary glands and submucosal glands of airways

(Nielsen et al. 1997a). These sites predicted that AQP5 may

be rate limiting for glandular fluid release, as was

confirmed in salivary glands and airways from mice

bearing targeted disruption of the gene encoding AQP5

(Ma et al. 1999; Song & Verkman, 2001). AQP5 is present

in the apical membranes of sweat glands in rat, mouse and

humans, and sweat secretion was markedly diminished in

paws of AQP5 null mice (Nejsum et al. 2002). The general

significance of this observation is yet to be established,

since other investigators have concluded that AQP5 is not

involved in sweat secretion in mice (Song et al. 2002).

The importance of AQP5 to human disease may also

include important disorders of lung and airways. AQP5

has been localized in the apical membranes of type 1

epithelial cells lining the alveoli in rat lung (Nielsen et al.
1997a). The distribution is broader in mouse lung, and

surprisingly, AQP5 null mice were found to exhibit

increased bronchospasm in response to cholinergic

stimulation (Krane et al. 2001). Broader AQP5 distribution

has also been shown in human lung (Kreda et al. 2001).

Some forms of human asthma have been linked to

chromosome 12q close to the site where AQP5 has been

identified (Lee et al. 1996), but a role for AQP5 in human

asthma has not yet been confirmed.

AQP5 is important to the physiology of human eye. AQP5

is expressed in corneal epithelium at the surface of the eye

(Hamann et al. 1998), where it is suspected to contribute

epithelial hydration and transparency and may participate

in corneal wound healing. AQP5 has been studied in

lacrimal glands of the human eye (Gresz et al. 2001).

Defective cellular trafficking was noted by immuno-

histochemical analysis of lacrimal gland biopsies from six

Aquaporin water channelsJ. Physiol. 542.1 11

Figure 7. Polarized expression of AQP4 in
rat brain
A and B, anti-AQP4-immunogold electron
microscopy demonstrates AQP4 in glial
membranes facing blood vessels but not in
membranes facing neuropil. C, anti-AQP4-
immunogold electron microscopy demonstrates
AQP4 in sub-pial astrocyte membranes. Scale
bars: A and B, 0.5 mm; C, 1 mm. Reprinted from
Journal of Neuroscience with permission (Nielsen
et al. 1997b).
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patients with Sjögren’s syndrome but not in four patients

with non-Sjögren’s dry eye (Tsubota et al. 2001). The

general significance of this is awaited, since defective

trafficking of AQP5 has been found in salivary gland

biopsies of some Sjögren’s patients (Steinfeld et al. 2001)

but not others (Beroukas et al. 2001).

AQP3, 7, and 9 – aquaglyceroporins
The identification of AQP3, a homologue permeated by

water plus glycerol, contradicted the tenet that all members

of the aquaporin family are selectively permeated only by

water (Echevarria et al. 1994; Ishibashi et al. 1994; Ma et al.
1994). AQP3 is distributed in multiple organs including

kidney (Ecelbarger et al. 1995), airways (Nielsen et al. 1997a),

skin (Nejsum et al. 2002), and eye (Hamann et al. 1998).

The glycerol permeation has been carefully documented

(Zeuthen & Klaerke, 1999), but the physiological significance

of glycerol permeation is still not understood (Yang et al.
2001). AQP7 was identified in adipose tissue and was

shown to be permeated by water plus glycerol (Ishibashi

et al. 1997; Kishida et al. 2000). AQP9 was identified in

hepatocytes and was shown to be permeated by water,

glycerol and a variety of other small uncharged solutes

(Tsukaguchi et al. 1998). The presence of AQP7 in

adipocytes and AQP9 in hepatocytes suggests that glycerol

permeation may be important during fasting states.

Triglycerides are degraded in adipocytes where AQP7 may

provide the exit route for glycerol, and AQP9 may provide

the entry into hepatocytes where gluconeogenesis occurs.

Thus, a physiological role for aquaglyceroporins as

glycerol transporters may be important during fasting or

starvation. The functional repertoire of AQP7 and AQP9

was recently boosted by the discovery that they are

permeated by arsenite, As(OH)3 (Liu et al. 2002). This

surprising finding along with the known expression of

AQP9 in leukocytes strongly suggests that the protein may

be pharmacologically important during the treatment of

promyelocytic leukaemia with arsenite.

Aquaporins in non-mammalian organisms
While beyond the focus of this review, it must be

mentioned that aquaporins are represented in virtually all

life forms and have drawn interest from a tremendous

range of biologists. Insects were early shown to contain

members of the aquaporin gene family in digestive tract

(Le Caherec et al. 1996) and brain (Rao et al. 1990).

Aquaporins have been identified throughout the microbial

world, and the functions are widely varied (reviewed by

Hohmann et al. 2000). Plants express the largest collection

of aquaporin homologues and their functions are being

identified (reviewed by Johansson et al. 2000; Santoni et al.
2000).

Implications
As summarized in this review, aquaporins have been

implicated in numerous physiological and pathological

processes in humans and other mammalian species.

Although it is impossible to accurately predict all clinical

disorders where aquaporins will play pathological roles,

preliminary studies suggest that the list of disease states

involving aquaporins will be extensive.

Aquaporins have been linked to defects in vision and

salivary gland dysfunction, and other examples of

aquaporin-mediated defects are expected in visual and

oral processes. Structurally severe defects in AQP0 cause

some forms of early onset cataracts, and polymorphisms in

AQP0 may be identified in some cases of typical cataract

found commonly late in life. Thus, sequencing the AQP0
gene from such individuals may reveal inherited risk

factors. AQP5 is expressed in multiple sites including

cornea  (Hamann et al. 1998) where it may participate in

corneal wound healing. Defective targeting of AQP5 has

been found in lacrimal and salivary glands from some

Sjögren’s syndrome patients (Tsubota et al. 2001; Steinfeld

et al. 2001; Beroukas et al. 2001), suggesting that the sicca

syndrome (dry eye and dry mouth) may be heterogeneous.

Local gene rescue therapies which have already been used

in animal studies (Delporte et al. 1996) may be feasible for

some humans. Aqueous humour secretion and absorption

are both predicted to involve AQP1, and glaucoma is

known to result from small increases in anterior chamber

pressure. Still untested is the possibility that aquaporins

may contribute to aqueous humour imbalance in glaucoma.

Aquaporins are involved in a variety of other systemic

problems. Recognition of AQP5 in sweat glands suggests

that the protein may contribute to some forms of hyper-

hidrosis or hypohidrosis (Nejsum et al. 2002). AQP5 has

been implicated in drug-induced bronchospasm (Krane et
al. 2001) and defective airway secretion (Song & Verkman,

2001). Functional relationships between the cystic fibrosis

transmembrane regulator (CFTR) and AQP3 indicate that

the regulatory defect in cystic fibrosis may involve both

proteins (Schreiber et al. 1999). Our understanding of

gastrointestinal fluid secretion and absorption have so far

shown that aquaporins may participate in pancreatic

(Hurley et al. 2001) and cholangiocytic fluid balance

(Marinelli et al. 1997) as well as possible hepatic glycerol

and ketone body transport during fasting. It remains still

unclear how aquaporins are involved in fluid movements

in stomach, small intestine and colon and whether

aquaporins are involved in diarrhoeal diseases.

The involvement of aquaporins in several major problems

in perinatal medicine is expected. Lactation involves large

fluid shifts, but the molecular determinants remain

undefined. Problems with aquaporin expression during

airway maturation are already predicted from animal

studies (Yasui et al. 1997). Large water loss through skin is

known to occur in prematurity, and vascular and

cutaneous aquaporins must play a role. The roles of AQP1

P. Agre and others12 J. Physiol. 542.1
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and AQP2 in renal-vascular fluid balance have already

been clearly established, but the possible involvement in

additional disorders such as pre-eclampsia or eclampsia of

pregnancy warrants investigation. The roles of aquaporins

may provide new approaches to far-reaching problems.

Taken together, it is realistic to conclude that many more

chapters in the aquaporin story still remain to be written.
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